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Tuition
increases to
$18,000 for
next year

Hack Team
places
third at
UMSLHack
BY Carter J. Fortman
CORE STAFF		

2.86 percent
increase from
previous year

S

t. Louis U. High’s elite
Hackathon team came in
third at UMSLHack, beating
over 20 teams in a collegelevel competition that tests
who can best find and address
an issue by creating a web application. The team became
the first SLUH team ever to
place in a competition of this
caliber.
The team was comprised
of leader Micah See (Sr.),
backend Head Daniel Blittschau (Jr.), frontend/presentation head Carter Fortman
(Jr.), John Doan (Jr.), David English teacher Steve Missey getting his beared shaved by STUCO moderator Bradley Mueller.

Financial aid
set at $4.2
million
BY Ben Klevorn
NEWS EDITOR 		

T
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continued on page 4

Ignatian Conference Room returns to service
after water damage forces renovations
BY Bob Devoll
CORE STAFF		

F

ollowing an extensive
multi-month renovation
period, the Ignatian Conference Room and North American Martyrs Chapel have
returned to service, boasting new desks and chairs,
updated conference room
resources, and newly refurbished historical pieces. The
room will continue to serve
as a comfortable study space
for students, an area to hold
administrative events, and
even a potential classroom as
teachers discover the new advantages it offers as a flexible
teaching space.

St. Louis U. High is no
stranger to renovation, construction, and restoration
shown by its ambitious and
innovative projects in the past
from the Danis Field House
and Schulte Theater to the
present day pursuits of the
Go Forth campaign such as
the iLab, science rooms, and
soon-to-be academic success
center in what is currently
the old cafeteria. The Ignatian
Conference Room is the latest to join the list of projects,
but unlike its predecessors, its
renovation was a surprise not
only to the absent-minded
underclassmen, but also to
the administration.

“There was some discussion the room was going
to need some work. We had
talked about doing pieces
but a complete overhaul like
this while having been somewhat imagined was nowhere
near the concrete stage,” said
SLUH President Alan Carruthers.
The room was launched
to the top of the list of priorities when it suffered water
damage during a storm this
past summer while repairs
were being made to the roof.
While unexpected, it provided an opportunity and urgent
reason to begin work. Renovations were spearheaded

The newly renovated Ignatian Conference Room.
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by Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin.
“Being the facilities director, I kind of have to plan
the remodel, look at how
we’re budgeting for it, and
then also meet with certain
individuals whom it affects,”
said Rankin.
The main goal for the
remodel, in addition to simply fixing the water damage, was to maximize the
room’s efficiency without
compromising aesthetics in a
cost-effective way. Planning
consisted of talking with different contracting companies,
reviewing design ideas with
Carruthers, and coordinating
with the the Aesthetics Committee.
Aside from the logistical
aspects of the project, a large
bulk of the physical remodeling was facilitated by Director
of Maintenance Rick Figge
and his team. To prepare the
room, they removed furniture
and artwork and the wooden
partitions between the columns to save, and ripped out
old carpet, moisture-damaged
plaster, and room lights. They
installed drywall, new electrical to accommodate the more
demanding needs of the room
outfitted a 75-inch flatscreen
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Students
discuss
social justice
at Sr. Ebo
conference
BY Nicholas Dalaviras
and Victor Stefanescu
NEWS EDITOR, CORE STAFF

S

t. Louis U. High hosted the
Sister Antona Ebo Conference—an annual social justice seminar organized by the
Archdiocese of St. Louis—last
Saturday. At the conference,
Archdiocesan high school
students, faculty, and clergy
gathered to discuss issues facing society and how activism
guided by faith can help spark
a change in the St. Louis community and around the world.
Director of Financial
Aid Craig Hannick worked
closely with the director of
the Archdiocese’s Peace and
Justice Commission, Marie
Kenyon, to organize the conference at SLUH and ensure
that the program would run
smoothly. With help from the
maintenance crew, facilities
coordinator Patrick Zarrick,
and the always reliable head
Food Service Consultant
Kathy Hylla, the Si Commons
and senior hallway were prepared to host 160 attendees
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uition for the 2020-21
school year has been set
at $18,000, a 2.86 percent increase from this year’s price
tag of $17,500. The amount of
financial aid awarded will also
increase from $4.1 million to
$4.2 million.
Vice President of Administration Joe Komos, who
is in charge of compiling the
budget each year, aims to
keep the percent increase under three percent.
“(This year’s increase) is
pretty comparable to recent
years; we’ve been targeting
two to three percent tuition
increases, so it fits within that
range,” said Komos.
The process for compiling the budget and then finalizing a tuition starts early
in the school year. SLUH has
three separate types of costs—
capital expenditures, employee salary and benefits, and
department
costs—which
are factored into the “cost to
educate,” according to SLUH
President Alan Carruthers.
Once it is determined
how much it costs to educate
each student, Komos and the
Advancement office set the
tuition at 90 percent of that.
Komos credits the consistently low increases to
a philosophy he utilizes—
zero-based budgeting. In
zero-based budgeting, each
department head starts their
calculation at zero and figures
out exactly what is needed to
run their department, thus
eliminating
unnecessary
costs.
“It’s a budgeting technique that really asks every

continued on page 5
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Linhares, eight faculty members
Three seniors find God in silence
attend NIE retreat, focus on Jesuit on Manresa Retreat
values
BY Matt Friedrichs and
Nick Campbell

BY Peter LaBarge
CORE STAFF			

STAFF, REPORTER			

A

group of eight St. Louis
U. High faculty, led by
Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares, attended
the New Ignatian Education
UCS Retreat from Sunday,
Feb. 16, through Wednesday,
Feb. 19 at the Savior Pastoral
Center in Kansas City, Kan.
The faculty that attended
from SLUH included Campus Minister Julie Anderson,
science teacher Teresa Corley, Spanish teacher Javier
Moreno, theology teacher Jim
Hubbman, college counselor
Daniel Shields, English teacher Jamie Cordia, iLab director Jeff Schaefer and theology
teacher Lindsay Kelleher.
The retreat, which has
taken place annually for over
20 years, brings together
around 60 faculty from the
US Central and Southern
Province of the Jesuits. These
faculty are primarily first year
teachers at Jesuit schools, with
the exception of a few second
and third year faculty.
The retreat is meant to
bring the new teachers together and immerse them in
Jesuit identity.
“We go on it because we
want to bring in new people
to a felt sense of this new
group and you want to begin
to have them feel good about,
feel support about, and feel
knowledge about the Jesuit
identity of the schools,” said
Linhares. “It really is an activity to help people find they
understand, support, and are
a part of Jesuit and Catholic
identity.”
A group of eight coordi-

A
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nators, one of whom was Linhares, led and organized the
retreat. In addition to leading
a small group discussion, Linhares gave a talk titled “Ignatian Passion and Indifference”
about how passions can both
lead us toward God and push
us away.
“I tried to talk about
how the things that really fire
you up are a way that God is
moving in your life,” said Linhares. “And yet at the same
time, sometimes it is important for you to be aware that
the things that fire you up
and that you want can also
be a distraction and can also
be things that take you down
the wrong road if you don’t be
careful.”
Like Linhares, members
of the SLUH faculty enjoyed
the support and recentering that this retreat offered.
Cordi found the time for silent reflection to be extremely

helpful, as she finds it harder
to come by while teaching.
Additionally, Cordia found a
few of the talks to be a helpful
reminder of what she needs to
do when she teaches.
“This retreat was a really
good reminder of everything
that our students are going
through on a daily basis,”
said Cordia. “So it gave me a
chance to stop and reflect that
when I am working on lesson plans or am grading that
I want to be more cognizant
that my students are humans
and that they have outside
lives.”
Overall, the retreat
proved once again to be a big
success and was very helpful
for the SLUH faculty who attended.
“They really enjoyed it,”
said Linhares. “The reviews
of it were great which is really
gratifying.”

group of seniors spent
the long weekend on
the Manresa Retreat. Named
for the location where St. Ignatius developed a great deal
of his spiritual understanding, the Manresa Retreat
is one of several voluntary
retreats offered to seniors.
It is modeled after Ignatius’
own Spiritual Exercises and
is conducted in complete silence.
“We can’t see God and
we can’t hear Him. He’s a
non-physical being and we
live in a physical world,” said
the Rev. Joseph Hill SJ, who
served with English teacher
Jennifer Carroll as a spiritual
director on the retreat. “We
can interact with Jesus but
we have to learn how to listen. That’s why the silence is
so very important: because
he is not going to speak to us
in words, but in other ways,
and in the silence we can
start to hear that.”
The trio of seniors—PJ
Butler, Ben Klevorn, and
Alex Mendita-Olive—began
the retreat on Thursday evening at the LaSalle Retreat
Center in Wildwood. After
celebrating Mass together
and eating dinner, the students entered into silence.
For the next few days, they
contemplated several of the
most important prayers of
the Spiritual Exercises, receiving each new prayer
in conference with one of
the spiritual directors, then
meditating on it for an extended period of time.
“We would usually

spend an hour or more just
thinking about these scripture passages, calling Jesus in, feeling like you’re in
the presence of God,” said
Klevorn. “And then we’d
have not so much of a prayer
but a conversation with God,
where God was talking to
us.”
“Our hope is to take
the students beyond the initial experiences of prayer
they receive at Kairos or in
Masses and to try to deepen
their relationship with God
through learning, meditation, and contemplation,
guided by the Spiritual Exercise of St. Ignatius,” said Hill.
On Sunday, after three
days of silence, the group
said Mass together once
more and returned home.
“It really can’t be compared to anything that I’ve
experienced at the retreats
that I’ve gone on at SLUH,”
said Butler. “They’re all very
community-based experiences where you share your
faith and struggles with
others. This was very much
different in that it required
a level of intentionality and
individual spirituality to
make the prayer experiences
meaningful.”
“The retreat doesn’t
have small group discussion
like other SLUH retreats,”
said Klevorn. “It’s more
about yourself and your relationship with God in prayer.”
“There’s
no
small
groups, no real sharing
time,” said Hill. “It’s a traditional retreat, with just
the conferences, prayer, and
meditation like taking the
training wheels off.”
The students may have

been a little uncertain at first
about being disconnected
not just from the outside
world, but from each other
as well on such a fundamental level, but they now seem
to have a deeper appreciation for this ancient form of
prayer.
“There are so many opportunities for us to share
and talk with each other as
seniors, and second semester is a really busy and fun
time, but it also creates a lot
of noise,” said Butler. “Having time to kind of step away
from that for just a moment
was really valuable for me.”
“I didn’t have to worry
about anything outside of
my control. It was totally
quiet and I could really just
focus,” said Klevorn. “It’s
great to be able to sit back
and just think about God
and pray and realize how
much God wants us to do it.”
“We have a spiritual essence and that essence gets
sort of forgotten about by all
these layers of other things
going on in our lives,” said
Hill. “But the more you pull
away from the world’s craziness, the more your spirit
awakens. In the silence you
become that part of yourself that you didn’t intend to
awaken and you discover a
sensitivity that you’ve never
had before.”

Faculty spend day off in teacher workshop; discuss technology,
curriculum, and the teenage brain
BY Braden Kramer and
Noah Apprill-Sokol
CORE STAFF, REPORTER

A

lthough most students
didn’t know why they
had no school on Friday, the
day served a productive purpose: to offer the faculty an
opportunity to learn from
each other’s experience’s on a
in-service day.
“This in-service day was
really focused on three major
areas: the area of curriculum,
instructional technology, and
social and emotional learning
and the impact of trauma in
the world of education,” said
principal Fr. Ian Gibbons S.J.
The schedule began at 8
a.m. with Mass in the chapel
by the Rev. Ralph Houlihan,
SJ. followed by a breakfast in
the Commons.
At 9 a.m., the first event
of the day commenced: a keynote presentation on mind,
brain and education science
given by Director of the
Learning Center Tim Curdt.
Following Curdt’s presentation, the faculty participated in a series of breakout
sessions, led by their col-

leagues, that ranged in subject from play in the classroom to the idea of fixed and
growth mindsets. The faculty had the opportunity to
choose to attend the sessions
that they wanted to focus on
in relation to classroom content, assessments, and goals
for individual units within
the classes.
“There were many areas for faculty to sign up for
and many faculty presented
to each other, including the
ways they are incorporating data, different content
areas and technology within
the classroom, and different
processes for group engagements,” said Gibbons of the
sessions.
Each faculty member attended two different sessions.
Band director Jeff Pottinger went to English teacher Tim Curdt’s presentation
on what to do in the first
ten minutes of teaching and
math teacher Craig Hannick’s
presentation on metacognition.
“Both very good,” said
Pottinger. “Mr. Hannick’s

was especially profound, especially in the reflective practices. The idea of reflecting
on what one could do better
is so important, and as a music teacher, this is something
that I would like to do more.”
Theology teacher Michael Lally also found the sessions to be very productive.
“Mr. Powers said that
students at SLUH are sometimes in one of two categories,” said Lally. “Either in
one where they are like ‘oh
this is too hard and I won’t do
well ever’ and that is a good
sign that they probably won’t.
The other mindset is that ‘oh
this is not important’ and in
that case they are never going
to grow. Both are equally bad
and need to be avoided in the
classroom.”
“The only complaint
was that they were too short;
people wanted more,” said
Gibbons.
The next event was centered around educational
technology projects.
The discussion about
technology projects allowed
faculty to break out into

groups and see what others around the halls are doing with technology. There
was a wide array of different subjects, including the
use of Canvas to engage and
empower the students more,
using data and the platform
itself for goal setting, as well
as sessions on Apple TV and
the incorporation of other
platforms.
Pottinger went to a
breakout session on the use
of Apple classroom, an app
that allows teachers to monitor their students’ devices.
“It is super cool that you
can use this app to see what
everybody is doing on their
iPads,” said Pottinger. “You
can lock the iPads out, and
you can check their work
and make sure they are doing
what they are supposed to
be doing. It would also be a
great opportunity to project a
student’s work on the board.”
Spanish teacher Myriam
Aliste, who attended a presentation on Canvas, has
come back with some plans
to better manage Canvas.
“I learned that I should

not send my students as many
notifications because they get
a lot of notifications already,”
said Aliste. “Maybe on the
first day of school I will teach
my students how to turn off
notifications, except for the
classes that one needs.”
After lunch, the group
received a talk about trauma
by guest speaker Joe Yancy,
who runs an organization
called Places for People in
Saint Louis. Places for People helps with trauma and
tries to overcome elements
of trauma in people’s lives.
Yancy, who has dedicated
nearly 41 years to providing
communal behavioral health
services, talked about the impact of trauma on the teenage
life and education and how
trauma can impede and alter
someone’s ability to learn and
be engaged within a community.
“I realized that I need to
be more aware, and that was
what (Yancy) talked about,”
said Aliste. “He said that every student comes with some
baggage, and to not take it
personally.”

Yancy’s presentation was
also followed up by a group of
teachers who talked about the
brain and how teenage brains
work, and they talked about
the best way to communicate
information to students.
“We see more and more
kids struggle to learn. There
are so many distractions and
kids come into my class. Or
how can we teach someone
who doesn’t want to learn?
Those were some of the
things we were discussing,”
said Aliste.
Overall, the day was a
great learning experience for
the teachers and faculty.
“It was a very good day,
but a very long day,” said Gibbons.
“I really enjoyed the day.
I felt like I went to a miniteacher workshop, which
says a lot about our faculty,
said Pottinger. “We have so
many teachers here that care
about what they do. It was
cool to see what sort of teaching practices are happening
around the school.”
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Varsity Mock trial heads to regionals Chess wins first playoff match
in 15 years; on road to State
after blow-out against De Smet
Championship

art | Jackson DuCharme
BY Jacob Sprock
REPORTER			

S

t. Louis U. High’s varsity
mock trial team is off
to regionals after they won
three out of three ballots at
last Tuesday’s meet against
De Smet. JV lost all three
ballots against Visitation.
This year’s case details
the tragic death of James
O’Neil after he stood up in
his boat in a water flume
ride, The Flood, and fell off.
The varsity team represented
the plaintiff, James’s parents,
in one round and the defense, Dragons Bay theme
park, in another round.
A three man team of
JV attorneys—sophomore
Jack Rybak, sophomore
Angad Gothra, and junior
Eric Richars—represented

the plaintiffs. Investigator
Alex Hudson, whistleblower
Taylor Brown, and the dad,
Kennedy O’Neil were played
by sophomore Peter James,
freshman Christopher St.
John, and sophomore Andrew Harris, respectively. As
plaintiffs, SLUH struggled to
prove that Dragons Bay was
at fault, losing three ballots
to Visitation.
“The whole time we
prepared well and knew the
case, and it was obvious that
we knew the right questions
to ask,” said Rybak. “The
most important thing was
the experience. We had few
lawyers and did fairly well
with the situation.”
“For a lot of those guys,
this was their first trial,” said
team moderator Anne Marie Lodholz. “I wanted those

guys to get their sea legs, and
there’s no other way of getting that experience other
than being in a trial. The
problem with mock trial is
that you only get that game
experience at least twice,
and then you consolidate the
team.”
On SLUH’s defense
team, junior Carter Fortman, Charlie Albus, and Nathan Malaway argued that
O’Neil’s choice to unbuckle
the seatbelt and stand directly resulted in his subsequent
death, pardoning Dragon’s
Bay from any liability surrounding the case. Their
efforts proved successful,
winning all three ballots and
garnering a total of five out
of six to qualify for the regional competition.
“Usually we make it to
regionals, but this year we
did especially well,” said Albus. “This year, especially
with the young team, that’s
a really good accomplishment.”
“It’s a really cool opportunity because you get a
chance to understand how
real law works,” said Lodholz.
“It’s not like playing a game
or something modeled. This
is actual federal rules of evidence that apply to how the
trial is carried out.”
As they prepare for regionals, the varsity Mock
Trial team is hopeful.
“It gets harder and harder the more cases you hear,
but you also have spectacular witnesses,” said Lodholz.
“That’s really what I need to
see at this point. As the students get more comfortable
with their character roles,
can they develop them?”
“I’m really excited for it
because we have no seniors
on the team, and we only
have three attorneys,” said
Albus. “We’ve done well this
year, and it’s not over.”

BY Ben Gremaud
REPORTER			

T

he varsity chess team
faced up against Alton in
their final match of the regular
season last Wednesday, Feb.
19. This match was a makeup
match for the snow-out that
occurred on Feb. 5, when
this match had been originally scheduled. With senior
Thomas Reilly on board one,
senior Garrett Seal on board
two, sophomore Robert Mize
on board three, senior Ben
Gremaud on board four, and
sophomore Brody Nester on
board five, SLUH trounced
the Alton team in a 30-0
sweep.
After the win against Alton, SLUH was matched up
with John Burroughs in their
conference semifinal match.
John Burroughs is a familiar
face for SLUH, as they lost
to them in last year’s semifinal match. However, the roles
were switched this year, with
SLUH as the No. 1 seed in the
conference and Burroughs as
the No. 4 seed.
The chess team started
with the same lineup as they
had against Alton, and it continued to show success. Mize
was the first to finish his game
with a win. While the position
was even for most of the game,
Mize went up a minor piece in
material which he converted
into a victory.
Seal was the next to finish his match. While Seal’s opponent sacrificed some material in the opening in order to
open a dangerous attack, Seal
was still able to win.
“My opponent played an
opening trap that was incredibly scary going into it, but I
knew from theory if I played
accurately, I would come out
a piece up,” said Seal, “By
move seven my king was on
e6, which is a dangerous place
to be, leaving my king open
to many attacks. However
by move 20, I had fled with
my king and safely traded off
most of the pieces leaving me
with a decisive material and

positional advantage.”
Nester had the next game
to finish. Nester had an even
position through the middle
game, but ended up going
down the exchange, and was
forced to play a difficult bishop-rook versus two rook endgame, which ended in a loss to
make the score 13-4.
All SLUH needed was a
draw on either of the two remaining matches to advance.
Gremaud clinched the victory
for the U-High with a win on
board four.
“I really didn’t feel that
my opponent played a very
competitive match. Most of
his moves were made in response to mine, and, as I had
the black pieces, this is not
a good strategy for white. I
also had a large time advantage after my opponent spent
20 minutes to find his sixth
move. I was able to push my
queenside pawns to restrict
his minor piece movement,
and eventually trade down to
promote a pawn and win the
match,” said Gremaud.

3

Reilly was the last to
finish his match. His match
was hard fought, with both
players using almost all of
the time on their clocks. The
position seemed to be a draw
throughout the match until
the endgame. While Reilly
had lost a pawn previously in
the endgame, he was able to
win it back and force a draw
with under two minutes on
his clock, giving SLUH the
22-8 win.
With this match, SLUH
has won their first playoff
chess match in at least 15
years. Although the
records are not complete,
this could also be the first
playoff victory for SLUH since
the 1980 season, according to
head coach Rich Esswein.
However, the varsity
chess squad isn’t satisfied with
only one win. The U-High will
be looking to advance to the
State Championship with a
win next Wednesday against a
tough Belleville East squad in
the conference finals.

art | Harrison Petty

Faith Boyd steps in as choir teacher while Akin is on maternity leave
BY Nathan Rich
National
REPORTER			

S

t. Louis U. High chorus
welcomed a new face to
the Choir room; Faith Boyd,
who will be stepping in as
the Choir Director while
Addie Akin is on maternity
leave.
Boyd brings an impressive musical resume for her
new role at SLUH. She is a
recent graduate of Webster
University, where she sang
in and directed Webster’s
treble chorus, which has
performed all around the
country and sung in prestigious places such as Carnegie Hall in New York City.
Boyd also served as a
choral manager at Webster
and as the President of the
local chapter of Webster’s

Association for
Music Education.
Boyd has also worked
as an assistant director for
CHARIS, a St. Louis Women’s Chorus that focuses on
empowering local women of
many different races, sexual
orientations, and economic
backgrounds.
Boyd’s new position
at SLUH is her first postgraduation job, and she has
been encouraged by the success of her first few weeks at
SLUH.
“It’s been fantastic. I
love the energy and how
receptive the students have
been to me,” said Boyd.
“(The students) have been
really willing to try new
things and be vulnerable to
having a new person in the
classroom.”

“At first I thought that it
was a little weird to not have
Ms. Akin, but then (Boyd)
became more comfortable
with all of us and it felt natural,” said sophomore chorus
member Alex Mittendorf.
Boyd has wasted no
time getting to work with
SLUH’s chorus, helping ensembles prepare for the upcoming concert.
“Every ensemble is fantastic in their own way. each
one has different personalities,” said Boyd. “I’m very
excited for the freshmen
to open up a little bit more
and become more confident
in themselves. I’m also just
excited to build stronger
relationships with the students and make meaningful,
beautiful music.”
Substitute teacher Faith Boyd teaching in choir room.
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SLUH students create app to track coronavirus
(continued from page 1)

Hunt (Fr.) and Ben McCaslin
(Fr.).
The theme for this year’s
Hackathon was “Hack the
Stack,” meaning the competitors had to create a
“full-stack” application. This
meant the team had to create an application that had a
user-friendly, functional interface while also connecting
it to a database in the background, with the stack being
the combination of the two
parts. Teams could choose
from the categories of environment, healthcare, education, or community.
For
their
project,
SLUH’s team chose to focus
on healthcare and in particular, the coronavirus, and
how they can improve contact tracing for the epidemiologists who have to track
the spread of a virus. Contact
tracing is where epidemiologists track who an infected
person has been in contact
with.
“We proceeded to do a
bunch of brainstorming and
laying out all the different
people involved in addressing the coronavirus, and we
thought what part of the process is most ineffective and
what can we do about it,” said
See. “We figured out that the
most ineffective process in
trying to stop an epidemic
is the contact tracing and so

basically we planned out and
created an application to help
epidemiologists do it.”
They named their application “EpTracker,” short
for Epidemic Tracker. The
team, recognizing the importance of a great idea, spent
a significant portion of the
Hackathon forming their
idea. Their application featured a personalized questionnaire that would gather
information about people
who are at risk of infection
and automatically send an
email to each suspected person to gather data on their
whereabouts.
Essentially,
the app generated the web
of contacts that epidemiologists make now. In addition,
the app could gather location
data from Google Maps and
iOS users to further trace the
movements of each suspected person.
“I think what helped us
win was that we had a really
fantastic idea and we didn’t
just settle on the first idea we
came up with,” said See. “We
had probably 10-20 ideas but
(generating ideas) is what we
did all of Friday night—we
didn’t do any work. When
the other teams had already
started building their applications we were still brainstorming.”
Despite the big idea, the
team had to cut corners on
things like the dashboard

page for the epidemiologist
that displays the data.
“We had to make cuts to
our application to allow time
to more fully build the parts
we did,” said Blittschau.
The team was also proud
of the group dynamic, even
though a lot of them had
never competed in a hackathon before.
“Half our team had nev-

“I would say the number
one thing (that made the difference this competition) was
the team,” said See. “I would
say the team that we had this
year, especially ... the new
guys, are already coming in
with already a great desire
to learn about programming
and already great programming skills especially in web
programming, but I think the

presentation by clearly outlining the problem. He was
followed by Blittschau and
See, who gave a brief demo,
and Hunt who gave a short
conclusion.
“It’s not just about building the best app. There’s a lot
of strategic things like the
pitch,” said See. “You don’t
have to build a fully functional app, but it’s about building

Fortman, See, and Blittschau discussing thier project shortly before the

photo | Lisa Fortman

er competed in a hackathon
before, but that didn’t stop
everyone from contributing
in a meaningful way,” said
Blittschau. “Every single person wrote a lot of code that
made it into the final application, and that isn’t a small
feat.”

other thing was everybody
this year was really excited
about the competition”
Winning the competition was not solely about the
technical side but was also
based on the presentation to
the judges. Fortman led the
team’s short three-minute

enough to make it look really
good for the judges. It was all
that strategy that culminated
in our first big win.”
“I want to shout out
Carter Fortman, who established the problem. You can’t
create a solution if you don’t
first clearly outline the prob-

lem,” said See. “In general,
the coronavirus is obviously
a big problem but we had to
specifically outline that contact tracing is a problem and
showing how ineffective the
CDC is at handling it now.”
It took the team a couple
of years to get to this point.
“It felt great (to place).
I’ve personally been to probably eight Hackathons and
I’ve led probably five SLUH
Hackathon teams. We’ve won
some minor prizes, but we’ve
never placed this highly before,” said See. “It was after many years of work and
learning experience about
how best to create something
for a hackathon that we won.”
UMSLHack is mainly
made up for college teams.
However, SLUH became
the first high school team to
compete when they were accepted last year.
“To get in last year we
had to talk to them specifically and ask if they were willing
to accept a high school team,”
said See. “And this year, because we did such a good job
last year, they personally invited us back.”
“Winning as a high
school team is really encouraging,” said Blittschau. “It is
really amazing that our team
is at or above the level of college students.”

Peter Curdt presents on In Person Legislative Advocacy to high school
students at Sr. Ebo conference
(continued from page 1)

with hearts and minds open
to learning more about issues challenging the planet
today.
The
conference
began with a prayer led
by Auxiliary Bishop Mark
Rivituso of the Archdiocese
of St. Louis. Then, Plenary
Speaker and Executive Director of the St. Louis InterFaith Committee on Latin
America (IFCLA) Sara
John presented about the
issue-advocacy work she
has done with immigration
issues and the obligations
that Catholics have to serve
marginalized groups. John

focused on the idea of literally looking the marginalized in the eyes, to see the
humanity in those who are
often depicted by just a stat
or stereotype.
After John’s talk, the
conference broke out into
two consecutive workshop
sessions, where attendees
could learn about issues
such as climate change,
immigration, white privilege, domestic violence,
the inequality of the public
defenders system, intersections of systems of oppressions, voter suppression,
and racial discrimination.
These break-out sessions

were moderated by St. Louis
area Catholic high school
students.
Senior Peter Curdt was
asked by Hannick to host
his own workshop at the
conference: In Person Legislative Advocacy. Curdt
reflected on his own experiences on Capitol Hill during
the Ignatian Family TeachIn for Justice and gave his
audience strategies on how
to make an appeal to politicians at face-to-face meetings. He emphasized the
importance of being knowledgeable and confident in
approaching politicians and
their staff. Yet he noted that

the most important aspect
of advocacy is making sure
to inject personal testimony
into the appeal, so politicians can understand how
much policy is affecting the
lives of their constituents.
“I hoped that they
understood that advocacy
from high-schoolers too is
really possible, although
it does take a lot of work,”
said Curdt. “Ultimately, our
government works in a way
that allows for that interaction to happen, and that is
pretty special.”
This year, the conference saw a higher attendance, which Curdt believes

is a result of more planning
being done by high schoolers.
“I was really happy with
the turnout,” said Curdt.
“There were more high
schoolers than I initially
expected to be there and it’s
always really inspiring to
see people who are around
my age care about issues
like that. I just always walk
away feeling very inspired
and hopeful for the future
when people around my age
care enough to be at a specific location at 8:30 on a
Saturday.”
While more people participated from around the

Archdiocese than in previous years, Hannick noted
that there was definitely
room to grow in the future
regarding involvement from
SLUH students.
“I think St. Louis U.
High has a long history in
being an advocate for social
justice,” said Hannick. “I
wish we would’ve had more
students involved in the organization and presentation
of the program, and maybe
we will in the future. I was
edified by the number of
SLUH students that I saw
that showed up during that
morning.”

Chicago Musical

Alex Bollini (center) playing greasy lawyer Billy Flynn.

photo | Miguel Cadiz

Fitz Cain playing clueless husband Amos Hart.

photo | Miguel Cadiz
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Ignatian Conference Room open after renovations
(continued from page 1)

TV for presentations, and
paved the way for Jonathan
Dickman and the IT department to install a better
WiFi system. Despite the
enormous task they were
faced with, the SLUH maintenance team handled the
project and left behind a
room ready to tackle whatever event SLUH could
throw at it.
“There was nothing
there that we couldn’t handle,” said Figge.. “I’ve got a
good group of guys, I dic-

tate who’s going to do this,
who’s going to do that, everybody does their job and
then boom the next thing
you know we’re done and
everybody is enjoying the
space.”
Being mindful of the
many ways the space would
be used, the room was designed to be flexible enough
to accommodate its many
different occupants. In place
of the large single table are
dozens of smaller rolling
tables and chairs that can be

arranged to meet the needs
of a given group. Additionally, the conference room
will be open to students
during the day looking for
an alternate place to work
or relax.
“I recognize and I think
the other adults recognize
the boys need options for
somewhere to go for silent
study and for comfort to get
things done; we don’t always
have an accessible space but
this adds another option,”
said Carruthers.

Additionally,
teachers will be able to utilize
the space during their own
classes to help assist in their
lessons.
“I think this room fits
very well because what it
is doing is trying to create spaces to maximize options for the learner and the
teacher and the program
leaders that exist in our
school. This room is much
more usable for a much
broader spectrum of people,” said Carruthers.

While the renovations
sought to bring new technologies and features into
the space, the administration put a major emphasis
on preserving and restoring its historical aspects
too. Some of the changes
made to benefit the room
historically was the choice
of colors to highlight some
of its neo gothic features, a
restoration of the original
leaded windows to brighten
up the space, and the installation of four new light

fixtures carefully chosen to
mimic the original lighting
and heighten the aesthetic
of the room.
“I feel really good
about it; I feel there is a renewal of our campus happening here and that’s very
exciting. This is a hundred
year old campus come 2021,
so we’re saying ‘we’re here,
we’re in the city, and we’re
committed to staying,’” said
Carruthers.

Tuition increases by $500 for
2020-21 school year
(continued from page 1)

department head to revisit
and rethink through their
budget every year,” said Komos. “It’s a good technique
because you’re asking everyone to look hard at their expense spending.”
Of all three costs factored into the cost to educate, employee salaries and
benefits are the most significant. Capital expenditures and department costs
account for a much smaller
photo | Miguel Cadiz proportion of the budget.
“The single largest
piece of our whole budget
is benefits and salaries for
teachers and employees,
that’s in the 75-80 percent
range,” said Carruthers.
“We need to give our faculty
good benefits and we need

The new Ignatian Conference room.

For tips, corrections, or story ideas,
please email prepnews@sluh.org

to pay them a salary that is
competitive within the market.”
Financial aid—awarded
to about 40 percent of the
student body—will also increase slightly next year,
from $4.1 million to $4.2
million. The money used for
financial aid comes from the
endowment fund, annual
giving, and Cashbah, among
others.
Now in his ninth year
of managing SLUH’s budget, Komos has excelled in
keeping tuition increases
low. While an increase is
inevitable each year because
of the increase in the cost
of living and inflation, he
targets a two to three percent increase in tuition each
year, and the last time the

percent increase exceeded
three percent was the 201617 school year. Prior to Komos’s arrival, the percentage
increase had never dipped
below five percent.
“We at SLUH understand the hardships and
sacrifices families make in
order to afford a St. Louis U.
High education, so we make
every effort to try to control
our costs, be good stewards
of our costs, and therefore
keep relatively low tuition
increases,” said Komos.
The Board of Trustees
officially approved the tuition on Feb. 5.

Kino Week Head Shaving

Junior Tilahun Murphy shaving junior Mazin Kanafani’s head.

photo | Miguel Cadiz

Junior Ryan Pineda getting his head shaved.

photo | Miguel Cadiz

Kino Week Numbers
SLUH Kino Week
raised $10,774,22 and the
money raised was able
to support 718 people.
Murphy shaving sophomore Jack Andrew’s head.

photo | Miguel Cadiz
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Mohr reflects on Louisiana upbringing, Mardi Gras experiences
BY Sam Tarter
CORE STAFF

A

s someone who was born
and raised in Louisiana,
Michael Mohr, S.J. has experienced all of the various Mardi
Gras traditions, from being
off school for an entire week,
to dressing up in the festive
colors of green, gold, and purple, to going to the annual parade known as the Carnaval.
Now celebrating Mardi Gras
at St. Louis U. High, Mohr can
continue to share these traditions with fellow faculty and
friends.
Thanks to the Mothers
Club, the traditions started
early for Mohr, as they hosted
a Mardi Gras themed breakfast for the faculty on Tuesday
morning. Among those traditions was the King Cake, an
oval-shaped pastry with lots
of cinnamon and filling baked
into it. The cake is served in
honor of the Epiphany—or
three kings day—when the
three magi came to give baby
Jesus gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh. Those
three gifts symbolize the three
colors of Mardi Gras: gold,
green, and purple.
Placed inside of the king
cake is a miniature toy baby,
and whoever gets the baby

Mohr with Mother’s Club moms.

in their slice of pastry is expected to buy next year’s king
cake. When Mohr took his
first bite of the familiar food,
he was both surprised and ecstatic.
“I got the baby! It was
very exciting and very fitting,
and possibly coordinated,”
Mohr joked.
While
reconnecting
Mohr with fond Mardi Gras
memories, the Mothers Club

photo | courtesy of Michael Mohr

also made his job for next year
much easier.
“Instead of me having to
buy the next King Cake, they
gave me a King Cake for next
year, which was very nice,”
said Mohr.
Mohr noted the religious
significance of the holiday.
“Many people associate Mardi Gras with a lot of
debauchery and decadence,
and many think there isn’t

Mohr at the faculty Mardi Gras party.

photo | courtesy of Michael Mohr

anything religious about the
holiday,” said Mohr. “But like
all things created by God, the
world is not an evil place. God
made the gifts of joy, friendship, and laughter for us to
enjoy. To celebrate all these
things in moderation and
to celebrate the many good
things in life, there is nothing
wrong with that. One of the
great things for me now is that
Mardi Gras is a day to remem-

a school where they wanted to
do something special on this
day for the faculty. As a Louisianian far from home, with
no family here in St. Louis,
the fact that I got to celebrate
some King Cake and that I
got the baby piece was very
special for me. It speaks a lot
about how lovely this community is and how much I
have loved being here.”

ber that God has given us so
many things to be thankful
for, including good food and
fellowship.”
As he celebrates one of
his favorite holidays away
from home, Mohr is grateful
for the SLUH community and
the Mothers Club.
“Part of being away from
Louisiana at this time is that
you miss a lot of the fun,” said
Mohr. “It’s really great to be at

Ash Wednesday Mass

Fr. Paul Sheridan S.J. during Mass.
Senior Austin Brush receiving ashes.

photo | Jonel Olar

Senior Noah Vanous receiving communion.
Fr. Paul Sheridan S.J. blessing the Eucharist during Mass.

photo | Jonel Olar
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Students head to D.C.; learn from
alumni in government and politics

Jr. Bills with Mark Grider (far right) outside of the West Wing.
Courtesy of | @sluhjrbills
BY Joey Knese
REPORTER			

T

he Gang of Eight took on
a new form as eight St.
Louis U. High students took
to intelligence gathering in
Washington, D.C. for a weekend of political exploration
through both generous alumni and monument seeing.
The trip was offered by
social studies teachers Sarah
Becvar and Tom Zinselmeyer
to students with an expressed
interest in government, politics, or journalism. Students
were selected following an
application process, and after
selection they researched the
alumni and industries they
would interact with on the
trip.
“The goal for all the
immersion trips is to give
students a chance to get out
of the classroom to learn
though experience in a way
I couldn’t convey in a classroom,” said Becvar. “It’s also
about exposing students to
careers and opportunities
they may not have known
about.”
The trip also offers
a chance to connect with
SLUH’s expansive alumni
network.
The trip started on
Thursday when the group
met at Lambert at 7:30 a.m.
From that point on they were
on the go for the entire day.
After landing in D.C., the
students dropped their bags
off at the Pod Hotel in D.C.’s
Chinatown, then walked
over to the New York Times’
Washington Bureau, where
they met Nick Fandos, ’11, a
journalist who covers Con-

Prep News

gress and has been at the
Times since 2015.
From there, the delegation headed to meet with Jim
Brown, a lobbyist who represents the city of St. Louis.
“The thing I found the
most interesting was (the
meeting) with lobbyist Jim
Brown and learning about
the different ways he advocates for St. Louis,” said senior James Galli.
On Thursday night,
a young alumni reception
was held at the office of Ed
Krauze, ’87. This was an opportunity for the students to
see what alumni only a few
years older than them are doing in D.C. and ask questions
about how they got there.
The students also briefed
the recent graduates on the
changes that have been happening at SLUH in the last
couple years.
Throughout the weekend, Zinselmeyer continued
to tell the group to hurry up
to their meetings because
of the tight schedule. During one of their speed walks,
Becvar almost dropped her
license down a sewer grate
as she was pulling out her
phone.
Becvar noted that all of
this could have been avoided
if she had had her backpack,
which had been taken back to
the hotel along with everyone
else’s earlier that day when
the Secret Service agents at
the White House tour entrance informed the group
that bags were not permitted
inside. After some travel and
cleaning up about what was
needed to actually get into
the White House, the group

eventually made its way back
and had an amazing tour.
After all of that the
group made its way across
the street to the Eisenhower
Executive Office Building to
meet with Mark Grider, ’91
and his White House lawyers. The group didn’t hear
much about their role in the
impeachment process, but
they still learned quite a bit
about politics and life after
high school.
Another favorite visit
was to the Supreme Court
to speak with Bloomberg reporter Greg Stohr.
“I absolutely loved talking to Greg Stohr about
reporting on the Supreme
Court—the judiciary fascinates me,” said Becvar. “And
getting to share this experience with students … is a
highlight for me every year.”
The trip ended on Saturday when the group made
its way to Arlington National Cemetery to watch the
Changing of the Guard in
front of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. After an interesting experience in which
a woman was yelled at by the
guard for trying to retrieve
her dropped phone, the
group took the metro over
to Georgetown University.
There, the group received
a tour of the campus from
Izaiah Thompson, ’17.
“Before the trip I never
thought I would be going
into politics but experiencing it at work really opened
my eyes and made me think
hard about pursing a career
in this field,” said senior Irfaun Karim.
After a tired metro trip
back to the hotel and then
to Reagan International Airport, the group was more
than excited to find that the
flight back to St. Louis was
less populous then the flight
there and everyone was able
to have an entire row to
themselves.
“The trip definitely expanded my interest in politics
and gave me a lot of new angles to look into how I could
get involved,” said Galli.
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Aspiring engineers design bridge
in annual BEAMS competition
BY Jack Figge
REPORTER		

F

our St. Louis U. High
students tested their
skills at designing and
building wooden bridges at
the annual Billiken BEAMS
competition on Feb. 15.
Sophomores Nathan Rich,
Tom Nguyen, Matthew
Leight, and Richard Taylor,
as well as STEM Club moderator Robyn Wellen, attended the event. While the
bridges did not make it past
the first round in the bracket, their bridges combined
to hold nearly 30 pounds
and fostered high hopes for
next year’s competition.
Billiken BEAMS is an
annual competition hosted
by St. Louis University’s student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers. High Schools from
around St. Louis gathered
on the campus of SLU to
compete in a series of events
including a trivia competition and a bridge building
competition.
Before the actual construction process, the competitors attended a session
at SLU to learn about the
forces that bridges face,
how to calculate those forces, and how to calculate if
a bridge would be able to
withstand those forces. After this lecture, students
were given time to draw out

their designs and develop
ideas about how to create a
sturdy structure.
“We were going for a
hode design, which is where
you have the diagonals facing inward. We tried to
minimize the compression
forces,” said Leight.
During the bridge
building portion of the
event, teams of two or three
students were tasked with
constructing a bridge out of
balsa wood and superglue.
“Building the bridge
was super fun, because you
just get to play around with
balsa wood and superglue
and test out different stuff
to see what works and what
doesn’t,” said Rich.
The competition is
bracket style, so that two
bridges face off against each
other, and the bridge that is
able to hold the most weight
will move on to face the
next competitor.
“The format of the
competition is unique because it is like a college
basketball playoff, and you
get to compete against one
bridge, which allows for
tension to build in the audience,” said Leight.
During the judging
stage of the competition,
small amounts of weight
are gradually added to each
bridge until it snaps from
the pressure. The winner of
the BEAMS competition is

whichever bridge can hold
the most weight.
“They did a slow motion video of each of the
bridges breaking, which was
a lot of fun,” said Wellen.
While SLUH was not
able bring home a victory,
the participants were still
happy with their performance.
“Last year our bridge
didn’t do very well,” said
Rich. “So this year we
learned from our mistakes
and tried to combat them
… and we did better than
last year.”
Wellen and the participants still see room for
improvement for next year’s
competition, however.
“We would like to take
more time at the beginning
to devote to the design process of the bridge and really
work with our bridges,” said
Wellen.
“Next year we want to
try and look at different design ideas,” said Leight. “We
also want to spend more
time building and planning
our bridge because we felt
rushed this year.”

art | Nick Koenig

Manager Spotlight
Jimmy Stanley, Varsity Basketball

Favorite sport to watch:
XFL Football
Defining role as manager:
Coaching, Twitter, Keeping Coach Clagg alive
Favorite moment in SLUH Basketball:
Watching my guys ball out against Hickman
Favorite part as manager:
Hanging out with Zach, Tice, and Wesley

Jimmy and his parents, Doug and Julie.
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Spring Training PN Puzzle
crossword | Paul Baudendistel

ACROSS
1. *It’s depicted by this grid
7. *Person who stands in the
middle
14. Pasta variety
16. “... Bermuda, _____,
come on, pretty mama.”
17. Frasier Crane’s brother
18. Local company that sells
instruments worldwide
20. Bed covering, or type of
closet where bed coverings are
kept
21. Body that now regulates
tournaments like the one
Daniel LaRusso won
22. Part of a flight
24. Where koi often live
25. Video game console that
featured Mario and Zelda
26. *Seattle player
28. Wedding words
29. *Stat for Adam Wainwright, e.g.
30. What Family Guy doesn’t
have
32. Abbr. for an airline
33. *Peanuts companion
35. Model Davis with a fitting
first name

36. *Albert Pujols _____ NLers
in WAR during the first decade
of the 2000s
38. *Where many doubles go
41. T-shirt size
43. A meta-toast
44. Home of the Spurs (abbr.)
45. Its mission statement
states, “We believe youth ... has
the greatest potential to make
the most impact for positive
change!”
47. “When I’m judging a theory,
I ask myself whether, if I _____,
I would have arranged the world
in such a way.” — Albert Einstein
48. *Cardinals’ team Hall of
Famer Busch
49. A heavy font
51. Romulus’s twin
52. *A set of nine
53. The first sign of the zodiac
55. *Direction traveled during
the All-Missouri 1985 World Series
56. Ricochet
57. Legally responsible
59. *Astroturf or the
2017 Astros, e.g.
60. *End of a game

61. *End of an at-bat
DOWN
1. *A set of nine
2. What onomatopoeia describes
3. *”Go crazy, _____! Go crazy!”
4. What a light bulb indicates
5. *The Splendid Splinter and his
real name each have two of these
6. French article
8. Globally-recognized degree
program
9. Ending for me and men
10. Chocolate morsel
11. Capital of Vietnam
12. Corrects a text
13. *Finished a pickle
15. Newton : Isaac :: Pascal :
_____
18. *End of an at-bat
19. *A, AA, or AAA
22. After the hand pass, the
Blues won two games at Enterprise and one here
23. Jiggly desserts of a particular
color
26. Text OMG
27. Prepared (for)
30. This Marvel character’s name

is one third of his vocabulary
31. Glances over
33. Marijuana oil that may or
may not reduce anxiety
34. Ending for spar and tin
37. *End of an at-bat
39. Rapper who started with Das
Racist
40. *First, second, and third
players
42. Blues anthem from 2019
44. Number-placement puzzle
46. Fake name
48. To turn, in Toledo
50. Something owed
52. *Not out
54. _____-Mo, effect useful for
instant replay
56. Address ending
58. Britain left it almost a year
ago
59. *Cardinals’ Taguchi

Varsity basketball finishes regular season strong at 13-12 after
tough MCC stretch

Senior Eric Tice against Chaminade.

Michael Trower and
Jack Rosenstengel
BY

CORE STAFF, REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity basketball team has
undergone a tough stretch of
MCC games, including losses
to CBC, Chaminade, and De
Smet. Despite that, SLUH
won a nail-biter against Soldan last Tuesday and won
against Columbia Hickman
on Wednesday night to close
out their regular season at a
record of 13-10.
SLUH played in their
annual Paint It Pink game
in support of Breast Cancer
Awareness on Valentine’s Day,
which was ironically against
CBC and their All-American
guard Caleb Love.
“It was a great atmosphere and probably the best
turnout we had,” said sopho-

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

more Luke Johnston. “It
helped us play better and was
great to be a part of.”
The Jr. Bills started the
game red-hot from threepoint range, hitting all threes
in the first three possessions,
two from freshman Zach
Ortwerth and one from junior Freddie Cooper. SLUH’s
sharpshooting allowed them
to keep up with CBC as the
deficit after the first quarter
was only four and the second quarter was only five at a
score of 33-28 CBC.
The game became much
more difficult for the Jr. Bills
after the half, when their
shooting went cold and CBC’s
offensive talent took over the
game. SLUH did as much as
possible to contain CBC’s
drives, but their resulting
fouls were futile as CBC sank

over 90 percent of their free
throws in the game. CBC won
66-52, ending SLUH’s twogame win streak.
“I felt that it was a learning experience. We know
what we’re capable of doing.
We know we can play the biggest teams in the midwest,”
said junior Courtney Hughes.
SLUH looked to bounce
back against Soldan, a team
that they had already beaten
this season. Domination in
the first quarter was the story
as SLUH was coasting to a
16-6 first quarter lead. The Jr.
Bills got too complacent when
Soldan narrowed the margin
to four points as SLUH only
managed to score six points in
the second quarter for a 22-18
SLUH lead.
The game came down to
the final seconds as sopho-

more Nick Kramer made the
go-ahead layup with 10 seconds left to propel SLUH to
a 45-44 nail-biter. Kramer
finished with a game-high 23
points.
Last Friday, SLUH faced
Chaminade for Senior Night,
where seniors Demarcus
Bond, Eric Tice, Will Fox,
Wes Gould, and manager
Jimmy Stanley were honored
before the game. This was the
final night for some to play
competitive basketball.
“It meant an end to
something I’ve been doing my
whole life: meaningful basketball,” said Tice. “I want to
thank my parents and coaches
for being there for me.”
Gould, who tore his ACL
before the season and was
concluded to be out for the
season, started the game and
was applauded once leaving
the court after the tip ball.
“It was a special moment for me and I really felt
the support from the crowd
because of the ovation,” said
Gould. “For a second there I
felt like I was back to my normal state.”
The game was tight-knit
in the first quarter as SLUH’s
defense was able to lock down
on three-point shots and take
a lot of clock in their possessions. The resulting score was
a 9-7 SLUH lead in a lowscoring affair thus far.
The second quarter featured much more offense as
the young guns were hot from
the floor and hit three threes
in four possessions at one

point. However, Chaminade
woke up from their cold spell
too, scoring 21 points in the
second quarter alone.
SLUH kept within range
of Chaminade by closing out
the third quarter with a 6-0
run, but it wasn’t enough to
retake the lead as the Red
Devils led 41-38. In the fourth
quarter things began to become much more difficult for
SLUH. Shots would not fall
and turnovers created easy
buckets for the Chaminade
forwards. The quarter as a
whole was summarized in one
play when SLUH turned the
ball over on an inbound and
the Red Devil forward went
coast-to-coast for a highlight
reel dunk. SLUH would go
onto lose their second consecutive MCC game.
On Wednesday, Feb. 26,
the Bills squared off against
their Jesuit rival, De Smet,
whom they had lost to 56-50
earlier in the month.
Trekking out to De
Smet’s campus, the Jr. Bills
had a slow start. At the end of
the first quarter, varsity maintained a slight 7-3 lead over
the Spartans.
“Ultimately, it just started with our defense. They
matched our defense well.
We just kept fighting” said
Hughes.
De Smet quickly etched
away at SLUH’s four-point
lead going into the second
quarter. By the time the halftime buzzer went off, SLUH
and De Smet were neck and
neck, tied 14-14.

Following halftime, the
Jr. Bills and Spartans picked
up the pace and rallied back
and forth for the remainder
of the game. With a combined point total nearly doubling that of the first half,
the second half proved to be
an intense exchange between
teams.
However, in the end, the
Jr. Bills fell to the Spartans 5144.
Going into their next
game, the Bills hoped to turn
things around against Columbia Hickman High School.
After a two hour journey
westward of SLUH to Columbia, Missouri, the Bills
pounced on the Kewpies in
the first quarter, securing an
eight point lead in the first
quarter.
The Bills’ offense sprang
to life, and they recorded 22
points in the first quarter
alone. From that point on,
Columbia Hickman could not
recover. SLUH maintained
a significant lead at halftime
with a score of 38-26.
SLUH paraded to a 7655 victory over Columbia
Hickman, ending their season
with a 13-10 record. The Bills’
postseason begins on Tuesday, March 3, when they play
Webster Groves High School.
Last time the two teams encountered each other in a
game earlier this year, SLUH
defeated Webster 52-45.

SLUH wrestling sends three wrestlers to state for first time in five years

courtesy of | @SLUHWrestling

Flack, Lodholz, and Conroy at the State Tournament.
BY Luke Altier
CORE STAFF

F

or the first time in
five years, SLUH sent
three wrestlers to the State
Tournament at the University of Missouri in Columbia: junior Bobby Conroy,
wrestling in the 182-pound
class;
senior
Auggie
Lodholz, wrestling in the
160-pound weight class;
and senior Kevin Flack

in the 195-pound class.
Lodholz and Flack both
lost their first matches, but
Conroy managed to make
it to semifinals, and placed
fourth in the tournament
for his weight class.
“It felt so weird that
the last person who placed
in the State Tournament
was my current coach,” said
Conroy.
“The grand march and

the first warm up session
was awesome just to know
that I was in the ranks of the
best wrestlers in Missouri,”
said Flack.
“When people are uncertain, that is when they
get scared or nervous. I was
not uncertain about really
anything,” said Lodholz.
“This allowed me to go into
the tournament very composed. I was able to stick to
my game plan and hit a low
single off the whistle which
led me to a quick takedown at the start of the first
match.”
Conroy entered the
tournament with a record
of 38-5, and took his first
match with ease. He won
by pin 4:25 into the match.
He then went on to face a
slightly tougher opponent,
winning by decision 11-4.
Taking on a CBC wrestler in
the semifinals, Conroy lost
by decision 5-1.
“It didn’t really feel
real. At the time, I felt like I
could’ve placed better,” said
Conroy. “However, it honestly just felt like a normal
tournament to me, and I felt
like I could really compete.

Next year, I hope to win it
all.”
As for the seniors, their
run at state was much shorter. Lodholz, who finally
achieved his goal of making
it to state, lost his first two
matches. Walking into the
tournament with a record of
30-17, Lodholz was pinned
2:42 into the match, and
was moved to the consolation bracket, where he lost
19-4, ending his wrestling
career at SLUH.
In his first match,
Lodholz knew he was an
underdog. He took a shot
off the whistle and got the
takedown, to take the lead,
2-0. However, the wrestler
got up and was able to come
back and pin him, using a
cradle move.
Lodholz’s second match
was a Jesuit v. Jesuit classic
against an opponent from
Rockhurst. Lodholz didn’t
know what to expect, and
was surprised at the wrestler’s skill. His opponent
was very strong in the neutral, and Lodholz lost his
second match on a tech fall.
“I noticed his style was
very similar to mine, but he

was a much better wrestler
in the neutral aspect of the
game,” said Lodholz. “In
the end, he was just a better
wrestler than me, and he got
the best of me with his takedowns, which were hard to
fight off.”
Flack shared the same
fate as Lodholz. He walked
into the tournament with a
record of 37-14, and lost his
first match to a tough opponent from CBC, losing on a
tech fall.
“I was moving well on
my feet and had some good
opportunities to score, I just
couldn’t finish in bounds,”
said Flack.
In the consolation
bracket, Flack lost by decision 3-2, ending his career
at SLUH. His second match
was a tough loss, and could
be described as nothing less
than a true dogfight. In the
first period, Flack secured a
takedown on his opponent,
but was unable to keep him
off the ground through the
second period. This made
the match very close, because the point generation on behalf of both of
the wrestlers was very low.

Unfortunately, in the third,
Flack’s opponent secured a
reverse move on him, taking
the lead. Those were the last
points scored, and Flack’s
last match at the state run
was over.
“He was tough and
long, and I just couldn’t
adapt quickly enough to get
away,” said Flack.
Although his state
run wasn’t as successful as
he’d hoped, Flack was still
thrilled that he got to go.
“My gut reaction was
that it sucked, especially
losing my last one 3-2,” said
Flack. “But on Saturday I
was able to relax and enjoy
myself and help Bobby focus
for his matches so he could
medal.”			
“It was tough to go two and
out. Of course I would have
liked to place but it is what
it is,” said Lodholz. “I’m not
a Chunin now, but I will be.
But Bobby, he’s special. I
hope to see the team in state
next year as well.”
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Racquetball wins twentieth straight State Championship; heads to
Portland for Nationals
BY Kyle McEnery
CORE STAFF

F

or the twentieth time
in history, St. Louis U.
High won the Missouri
Racquetball State Championship, winning six of the
seven brackets. This past
weekend, SLUH finished the
tournament with 685 points,
well ahead of second place
Chaminade’s 305, thanks to
the magic three “P” words
of the SLUH organization:
placement,
perseverance,
and percentage.
“I think the misconception is that because we
win every year that means
it’s easy, but when you break
it down and you look at the
fact that several of those
guys went to tiebreakers and
had some grueling matches,”
said head coach Stephen
Deves.
Senior Nick Schulze entered the No. 1 seed bracket
as the tournament’s overall No. 1 seed, giving him a
bye in his first round, and
leading straight to the semifinals, where he faced off
against Lindbergh’s Edwin
Miller. Schulze ended up
losing his first game against
Miller but battled it out all

the way to the tiebreakers.
Thanks to his smart play
and percentage racquetball,
Schulze defeated Miller, 1115, 15-7, 11-6.
“The wheel always
turns,” said Schulze.
After his victory against
Miller, Schulze faced a grueling match against Lafayette’s Will Schermann, losing 15-7, 15-10.
“I was playing percentage racquetball, but I wasn’t
capitalizing on setups because I left my shots up,”
said Schulze.
In the No. 2 seed tournament, senior Andrew Porterfield also had a bye his
first round, followed by his
15-4, 15-4 semifinals win
against Blake Kronsbein.
In the finals match,
Porterfield battled against
Parkway West’s Alex Lancia in one of the toughest
matches of his career.
“Porterfield lost the
first game. His opponent
was lights out. He was just
doing some really good
stuff, and Andrew did not
waver by that,” said Deves.
Porterfield ended up
winning his match in the
tiebreaker, 11-15, 15-6, 11 8.

“It honestly was really
tough but incredibly fun at
the same time,” said Porterfield. “I couldn’t picture a
better way to finish the season right before Nationals.”
The No. 3 seed bracket
had a very special treat in its
first round with senior Tommy Phillips playing against
SLUH’s Varsity 2 No. 3 seed
Jake Minana (Sr.). Phillips
won, 15-0, 15-2.
“Tommy is a great player,” said Minana. “Playing
him is very difficult because
he knows what he’s doing.”
Phillips then went
on to play De Smet’s Cole
Schelling, and using incredibly smart passes and ceiling balls, Philips won 15-1,
15-6.
In the championship
match, Phillips fought hard
against Chaminade’s Michael Jaeger. Although the
tournament had been exhausting for Phillips, he
used his strategic ceiling
balls again to win in the tiebreaker 5-15, 15-11, 11-9.
“It felt incredible,” said
Phillips. “After such a long
season and truly intense
match, it was great to win.
My opponent was an amaz-

ing competitor and it was a
fight the whole way.”
After a bye in the first
round of the No. 4 seed
bracket, senior Kyle Zoellner rose to greatness against
De Smet’s Joe Hartrich with
outstanding serves and fast
passes.
After defeating Hartrich 15-7, 15-7, Zoellner took
on Parkway West’s Adam
Lancia in what might have
been one of his toughest
matches yet.
“Since it was my last
year I really wanted to win,
so I put everything out there
and I just had a little more
gas in the tank than my opponent,” said Zoellner. “My
sister Megan was supporting from the stands, so I was
able to outlast him and hit
more consistent shots in the
tiebreaker.”
Zoellner won the championship match 5-15, 15-11,
11-10.
No. 5 seed Oliver Allen
(Jr.) crushed Vianney’s Jake
Svezia 15-1, 15-0, leading
Allen to another opportunity to outplay De Smet’s
KC Toczylowski with insane
serves and genius downthe-line passes.

In the finals against
Parkway West’s Nio Hulen,
Allen faced a bit of a struggle, but persevered with his
smart play and won 15-10,
15-14.
“I was really inspired by
the perseverance of our players, not giving up despite
the challenge and knowing
that they’re good players,
knowing their strengths and
sticking to their strengths
that they’ve been working
on all year long,” said Deves.
Champion of the No.
6 seed bracket Danny Juergens (Jr.) demolished his
first opponent, Vianney’s
Nathan Szewczyk 15-1, 150, leading him to the semifinals match against Parkway
West’s Daniel Caton. After
practicing so many ceiling
balls, Juergens was able to
wait out Caton’s eventual error, leading him to a 15-5,
15-4 victory.
Juergens carried his
smart play into the finals
against Chaminade’s Riley
Burns and won 15-3, 15-5.
“I think my endurance really helped me push
through the fatigue and finish on a strong note,” said
Juergens.

The dynamic “John
duo” doubles team of John
Hilker and John Prichard
dominated their tournament with a bye the first
round and a 15-4, 15-1 anihilation of Parkway West’s
Joe Layton and Ross Harter. The Johns’s percentage racquetball and smart
shots led them to another
victory in the finals against
Chaminade’s Ryan Strand
and Brendan Mueller, 15-9,
15-6.
“Having just two games
to play total really boosted
the confidence levels,” said
Prichard. “After getting a little chat with Doc about wide
angles we crushed our first
opponent. Then in the second match we tore through
the first game against Chaminade. Then, after some bad
shot choices, we swept up
the second game handing
them a pretty hefty loss.”
The Jr. Bills began National Tournament play yesterday in Portland, Ore. and
hope to bring home their
tenth National Championship in a row when they return Monday afternoon.

Basketball Senior Night

Demarcus Bond

Wes Gould

(From Left to Right) Tice, Fox, Gould, Bond, Stanley.

Eric Tice

Will Fox

photos | Kathy Chott
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Lacrosse looks to senior leaders, young talent to
build from 2019 campaign
BY Blake Obert and

Julien Jensen

SPORTS EDITOR, STAFF

T

he St. Louis U. High lacrosse team has strung
together a strong mix of returning veterans and rookie recruits
in preparation for the 2020
season. Last year, the Jr. Bill
lacrosse squad made a strong
postseason push, making it to
the semifinals where they lost
by a wide margin to the statewinning MICDS rams, but the
team already sees areas of improvement from last year.
“Last year we had some
great athletes, but a lot of our
play was sloppy,” said senior
Brendan Hannah. “Our main
point of improvement is working on moving the ball and trying to avoid playing hero-ball.”
After the 2019 season, the
lacrosse team held off-season
indoor and outdoor practices,
as well as weights sessions, in
preparation for the 2020 season. The Jr. Bills’ focus in the
offseason on stick skills has al-

ready begun to show dividends.
“We’ve all improved our
stick skills a lot in the offseason,” said senior captain Nick
McLaughlin. “Already we can
really see the improvement in
practices. Hopefully that stuff
will translate to games.”
Like last year, the team
centers around a strong senior core—including Hannah,
McLaughlin, captain Cole
Janksy, and Mitchell Booher—
but is aided by underclassmen.
Junior goalie Bernie Kilcullen
and junior midfielder Bobby
Conroy will without a doubt be
major members of the squad.
While there are still gaps to
be filled, the team is confident
with its depth.
“I think we’re really strong
at midfield, especially with
Conroy and Hannah, and
Booher, who’s an LSM, has
started off looking really good
in practice,” said McLaughlin.
“Also Jansky has put in a lot of
work in the off-season for the
defense, and we have a very

competent attack.”
While confident, the
team—and especially the seniors—have not lost their sense
of urgency.
“This year I think our seniors are all in,” said Hannah.
“They realize, for most of them
at least, this is their last season
for any sport. I think we’ve
started by doing a good job of
stepping up and showing the
underclassmen what success
looks like.”
The team as a whole sees
this season as a chance to revitalize the program’s success and
bounce back from a below average year by SLUH’s high standard for lacrosse.
“The goal for this season
is to be back on top. The SLUH
lacrosse program hasn’t won
a State Championship since
2012, and we haven’t made it
to the finals since 2018,” said
Jansky. “We all want to be back
playing at the Lindenwood
stadium at the end of the year,
and I believe we have the tal-

ent and the depth throughout
the team to do so. It would be
nice to get the Marco Cup back
as well after last year’s poor performance.”
The team is travelling
to Indiana for a scrimmage
against Hamilton East high
school, then will be going to a
D-1 college lacrosse game between Ohio State and Cornell
this weekend to kick off the season’s festivities. While there are
no stakes for the scrimmage,
the players sees it as an opportunity to see how they look in
gametime situations.
“It’ll be nice to try out
the offense and see where we
are at as a team against actual
competition. We don’t really
know what to expect because
we haven’t played any of this
team before, but it’ll be a true
test to see where we are at,” said
McLaughlin.
The season kicks off officially at home on March 13
against Lexington Catholic.

Rugby opens season ranked No. 20 in the
nation; looks to repeat as State Champions

art | Bob Devoll
BY John Mungenast
REPORTER

T

he Saint Louis U. High
rugby team is back and
on the prowl for another
State Championship. Following last year’s nail-biter
win against the Kansas City
Junior Blues in the state finals, the Jr. Bills have undergone some major roster
changes, with a loss of a lot
of size in the forward pack.

“We have lost a lot
of size in the pack, but
what we’ve lost in size,
we’ve gained in skill. I’m
most definitely going into
the games with the same
amount of, if not even more
confidence in my forward
pack,” said senior scrumhalf
and captain Sam Mulcahy.
“With the backs, we haven’t
had too many spot changes,
I’ve gone to 9, so I’m learn-

ing a new position, but
that’s going well. With the
wings and centers and fullbacks, we look very stacked,
it’s awesome.”
In the Goff Rugby Report (GRR) Pre-Season
Boys Rugby rankings, SLUH
sat pretty at No. 20 in the
nation, highest out of any
Missouri or Illinois team.
“Getting ranked No.
20 preseason by the Goff
Rugby Report is a huge
honor, especially given that
our team has never been
preseason ranked before,”
said senior flyhalf and captain Owen Tucker, “We finished the season at 26th, so
it’s pretty cool that we got
moved up even more, but
we have a huge expectation
to succeed, so we have to
follow through with that.”
Also new this year is the
acquisition of math teacher
Frank Corley to fill in for
Rugby leader Chris Keeven’s
role of administrator, with
a few new expectations and
assignments added on top
as well.
“I take care of all the logistics: I’m doing the scheduling, the busses, the hotels,
I’m handling the money side
of it, the gear, the uniforms,”
said Corley, “(Head coach)
Tony Born also wants me to
work with the guys on helping set goals for the year,

figuring out the way to get
them to play their best, sort
of a learning coach.”
During spring break, all
three of the Jr. Bills’ rugby
teams will be travelling to
Cleveland, where they will
play a total of four games
across the three teams. Each
member of the team will
stay with a host family from
St. Ignatius Academy, giving
them a chance to represent
SLUH and draw parallels
between the two Jesuit institutions.
“I’m very excited for it,
I’ve never been on a long
distance trip with a team
from SLUH, so I’m excited for the comradery and
bonding that will occur,”
said senior Justin Peacock.
“It’s interesting because I’m
still learning the game and
getting to know the new
guys but so far the team is
really fun, and I love playing rugby.”
The Second Varsity
team, filled with a mix of
new and experienced players, kicks off this Saturday
against Chaminade. The
First Varsity has to wait another week to suit up, with
their debut at Notre Dame
de LaSalette in Indiana on
March 7.

Underclassmen Briefs
Basketball B Team (11-12)
2/21-Chaminade
SLUH		
25 15 40
Chaminade
28 22 50
2/25-De Smet
SLUH		
De Smet		

45
65

2/26-Hickman(Columbia)
SLUH
26 13 39
Hickman
16 18 34
Jack Christanell: 8 pts
Charlie Stewart: 6 pts
Oliver Floresca: 8 pts

JV Hockey Blue (21-5-1)
2/23-JV Postseason Final
(CBC)
SLUH		
0
CBC		
3

Compiled by Louis Cornett
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Rifle posts high
scores in two close
losses in Nashville
tourney
BY Jack Rybak
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High
rifle team is back from
a three-day tournament in
Nashville, Tenn. The team
played against Harpeth Hall
and long-time rival Montgomery Bell Academy. Both
SLUH and MBA compete
annually and first place has
bounced between the teams
for the past 16 years.
The team went up
against Harpeth Hall first.
The highest shooting team
consisted of juniors Nick
Storer and Ryan Janson and
sophomores Lauer Stix and
Sam Quinlivan. The team
put up an impressive score
of 2255/2400, a season high
score at the time. Harpeth
responded with an equal
score of 2255/2400, so the
tiebreaker was the number of
Xs shot by each team. For a
shot to be considered an X it
must be a 10.2 or higher. The
SLUH team put up a total of
97 Xs while the Harpeth shot
a total of 98.
While the precision
team was a mere one point
from victory, the freshman
sporter team defeated Harpeth with 1916/2400, another
season high score. Freshman
Michael Lumetta led the
team with a 502/600.
The following day the
team competed against MBA.
The top team of Storer, Stix,

Janson, and Quinlivan shot a
total score of 2275/2400, another season high for precision. Stix led the team with a
580/600, followed by Janson
with a 571, Quinlivan with a
564, and Storer with 564.
“Despite the losses, I was
very pleased with how the
boys shot,” said head coach
Will Bresnahan. “Fourteen
SLUH shooters had career
high scores over the weekend
and all of our teams achieved
season high scores.”
“While the matches over
the weekend were some of the
closest losses in SLUH history, there was still immense
improvement on display at
each meet,” said sophomore
Grant Grabowski. “I take the
loss as a positive realization
on what we need to improve
on.”
The team’s next match is
tomorrow in Ozark, Mo. The
match is the state championship for the team. It is also
a chance to auto-qualify for
Nationals. To automatically
qualify for Nationals the individual sporter must shoot
a 525 and a 582 for precision
shooters. As a team, sporters
must shoot a 2025 and for
precision, a 2280.
“If we can capitalize
on this in our state match
against Ozark there will be
no stop on the train to nationals,” said Grabowski.

B-basketball ends .500
season with culminating
win over Hickman
BY Jimmy Stanley
SPORTS EDITOR

S

t. Louis U. High B team
basketball finished off the
year in Columbia with a win
over Hickman to finish with
the final record of 12-12. The
win against Columbia Hickman was a culmination of
everything that the coaches
have preached all year and
proved the growth of the
young team.
“The season’s last game
was our best. The guys played
together and passed the ball
and were able to score. It
is everything we have been
saying all year. That is the
best way to put it,” said head
coach Chuck McCall.
The MCC has a loaded
JV set and the main struggle the Jr. Bills faced was in
their own conference. They
finished 2-6 in conference
play and especially struggled
against CBC and Chaminade.
“Our two wins were at
home. Being comfortable at
home really helped us and we
had a big showing of fans and
that helped too,” said sophomore Gus Tettamble.
The team is made up
of three freshmen and 13
sophomores and while the

freshmen were new to the
program, they played a major role in the success of the
team.
“Me and two other
freshmen were additions to
the team late in the season,
but all of the sophomores
were really supportive and
I think we helped finish the
season off on a high note,”
said freshman Cal Kreuter.
McCall used a constant
rotation of lineups to capitalize on his deep bench.
“We were lucky enough
to have a number of players
we could constantly switch
lineups and players in and
out. Various guys challenge
each other in practice and we
see that and choose lineups
based on that,” said McCall.
The B team has prepared
players to play at the next level; sophomore Jack Christanell and freshman Oliver Floresca have both already made
their varsity debuts.
“Our play was really
consistent, but our confidence wasn’t really there all
of the time. It affected us early, but the effort was always
there, so I’m proud of that,”
said Tettamble.
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Calendar

Around the Hallways
Buddhism Speaker
On Monday Feb. 24,
seniors taking World Religions did not meet for class.
The reason? During activity period, all of the students
gathered in the theater for a
talk presented by a Zen Buddhist priest. The talk centered
around the beliefs and ideals
of the Buddhist religion, with
allotted time at the end for
questions and comments.
Welcome and Orientation
This past Monday, incoming freshmen and their
parents gathered in the Commons after school for the academic orientation. Principal
Ian Gibbons, S.J., Assistant
Principal for Academics Tom
Becvar, Counselor Mary Michalski, and Director of the
Learning Center Tim Curdt
all briefly spoke to the parents and students, focusing
on course registration and

programs offered at SLUH.
After hearing speeches, the
parents and students had the
chance to register for courses
for the next year. In the past,
this event was combined with
the welcome and orientation
for the incoming eighth graders, but for the first time, they
were separate events.
SLUH-Cor Jesu Concert
Last night, the SLUH
band program hosted their
February concert in the
Commons, with a special appearance from the Cor Jesu
orchestra. Performances featured music from the SLUH
Jazz Bands 1 & 2 and a Cor
Jesu and SLUH String quartet, Percussion ensemble,
and Chamber Orchestra. At
the end of the concert, all the
musicians from the SLUH
band program and Cor Jesu
Orchestra performed three
combined pieces—a medley,

Friday, February 28

Regular Schedule
AP
Snack—Mac & Cheese Bites
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
National Racquetball Tournament
Bi-weekly Grade Update
3:30PM Engineering & Computing College Fair

Saturday, February 29
National Racquetball Tournament
District Basketball Tournament
11:00AM vs Chaminade (XV2 Rugby)
a ballad, and an orchestra dents in critical thinking and 1:30PM Varsity Rifle/MO 3-P Championship
score—and they literally and math ability. The tests were 1:30PM Freshman Rifle/MO 3-P Championship

figuratively blew away the au- split into two groups: freshSunday, March 1
dience.
men and sophomores, juniors
and seniors. The students who National Racquetball Tournament
Math Contest
are the highest scorers will District Basketball Tournament
On Tuesday, students move onto the next round of 8:50AM Ice Hockey (B Team) vs Wentzville Holt B
from all classes came to- the competition.
Monday, March 2
Regular Schedule
gether in the Si Commons to
AP
Snack—Chicken
Bites
participate in the annual na- —compiled by Jacob Sprock,
tional math contest offered to Braden Kramer, Ben Klevorn, Lunch Special—Chick-Fil-A
Vegetarian—Burrito
SLUH. The original date was and Noah Apprill-Sokol
National Racquetball Tournament
pushed back due to a snow
District Basketball Tournament
day, so Craig Hannick pulled
1st Day of Practice for Spring Sports
some strings to allow SLUH’s
Senior Tux Fitting
students to take it. Infamous
3:30PM Lenten Ignatian Evening and Dinner
for being difficult to finish,
Tuesday, March 3
Regular Schedule
the test challenged the stu-

SLUH tweet of the
week: Alan Carruthers
@sluhpresident
Exciting “Go Forth” campaign progress as the J.
Anthony ’57 & Donna M. Dill Center for Academic Success begins to take shape. “Old Cafeteria” is no longer as the transformation begins.
Thx for the generosity that makes this possible.
Many Jr. Bills will benefit. #AMDG

AP
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Taco Day
Vegetarian—Grilled Veggie
District Basketball Tournament
Super Tuesday
Senior Tux Fitting
6:30PM Exploring College Options

Wednesday, March 4

Late Start Schedule
AP
Snack—Texas Sweet Pretzel
Lunch Special—Hand Breaded Spicy and Reg Chicken
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
District Basketball Tournament
3:00PM Freshman Service at Garfield Place

Thursday, March 5

Regular Schedule
AP
Snack—Bosco Stick
Lunch Special—Papa John’s
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
District Basketball Tournament
Rugby vs Lindbergh
Emergency Drills
National Latin Exam
6:00PM Screenagers NEXT CHAPTER

Friday, March 6
AP
Snack—Mozzarella Stick
Lunch Special—Shrimp
Vegetarian—Grilled Veggie
District Basketball Tournament
Senior Tux Fitting
7:00AM First Friday Mass
4:00PM Fish Fry

Regular Schedule

calendar | Ben Klevorn
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